Parshas Noach Topics 3 -4

Review Lessons 44 - 49

Bereishis 10,1 - 11,9

Topic 3 - Descendents of Yefes, Cham, & Shem:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Noach’s 3 sons had 70 nations descend from them.
Yefes had 14 descendants who became nations
Cham had 30 descendants who became nations
Shem had 26 descendants who became nations - 11 descendants came from Cana’an
Nimrod was a descendant of Cham. He was:
1) First Mighty man who could….
2) Hunt animals
3) Trick people into not believing that Hashem runs the world.
4) He openly and purposefully rebelled against Hashem
5) He was the first king who ruled over people
6) His kingdom began ion Bavel in the land of Shinar
7) He cap[tured “Ashur” from the descendants of Shem
8) He built the city of Ninveh
The boundaries of the descendants of Cana’an was the cities of Zidon, Gerar, and Aza from the West and
Sdom , Amora, Adma, Tzvoyim, & Lesha from the South
Most famous descendants from Shem was Eivar & Peleg
Peleg dies during the dispersal of the 70 nations. (He was named because of the dispersal which
happened at the end of his life)
See chart for a graphic display of the 70 nations.

Topic 4 - Tower of Bavel:
Construction of the Tower:
1. The human race first lived near Mount Ararat.
2. The human race first only spoke one language - Lashon Hakodesh.
3. They travelled from the west until the valley in the land of Shinar.
4. Mankind invented brick making.
5. They built a city & a tower.
6. They went against the will of Hashem by not wishing to spread out over the world.
7. They wanted their tower to go up to the heavens.
8. Mankind waged war against Hashing in order to prevent Him from bringing another Mabul.
9. Nimrod was the leader of this revolt.
Hashem’s Response:
1. Hashem would not permit mankind to continue their plot against Him.
2. If He would not stop them now, He could never stop them in the future.
3. He mixed up their one language into 70 languages.
4. This caused mankind to spread out from the land of Shiner.
5. They stopped building the Tower.
6. That place was called “Bavel” because Hashem 1) mixed up their language; 2) Dispersed them from that
place all over the world.
7. The Dispersal of the world was in 1956 - the year that Peleg died.

